This document transposes Official Responses that were submitted by email to info@delta87.org or the completion of an online survey conducted by Delta 8.7.

##

Below is the Official Response for the PHILIPPINES Dashboard.

Date received: 29 November 2018
Submitted via: Email

QUESTION (Q): Name of the government department/organization submitting comments:

ANSWER (A): Philippine Statistics Authority

Q: What response, if any, do you have to the data presented on the country dashboard?

A: The data presented reflects the results of two out of three surveys on children in the country: 2001 and 2011. The two surveys, as mentioned in the dashboard, are not comparable.

The data presented on HDI may be updated with the latest available data in the UNDP website: for 2015, HDI for the Philippines was 0.693. The dashboard reports 0.682. For the Education Index, from the same source (UNDP), the data for 2015 was 0.661 while the dashboard shows the data at 0.637.

For the data on Vulnerability Employment and Working Poverty Rate (as a percent of total employment) are ILO modelled estimates (based from ILO database). ILO regularly collects data from us/PSA. (Source: World Bank website).

Q: Is any relevant data missing from the country dashboard? If yes, where can it be found?

A: Meantime, the dashboard has no missing data. Content is alright for us.

Q: Is there additional information you would like to share with Delta 8.7 about your country’s fight against modern slavery, human trafficking, forced labour and child labour?

A: None, so far.